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Pat. Pend

FLY bars
 TOTUS LINE

Aero bar, convex profile wing section.
The bar is made of anodized aluminum. The anodizing 
treatment protects bar from smears and external 
agents, remaining intact over time.
On the upper part of the bar is a T track that allows the 
attachment of any accessory, box, door bicycle.
The section of the bar has been engineered to guarantee 
loading resistance up to 100 Kg (it may varies depending 
on the fixing kit).
FLY bars are mounted on the roof by TOTUS fixing kit, 
compatible with more than 750 cars.

The aerodynamic profile reduces noise caused by: 
air turbulence, fuel consumption, CO2 production. 
To ensure silent operation at low speeds, all 
openings on the bar are covered with soft rubber 
inserts, resistant to UV rays.

Available in four lengths:
Art. 2825 = 112 cm
Art. 2826 = 124 cm
Art. 2827 = 130 cm
Art. 2828 = 150 cm  

Fixing TOTUS line kit
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Pat. Pend

CUBE bars
 TOTUS LINE

Galvanized steel bar with rectangular section, 1.5 mm 
thick.
The bar is protected by a sheath of black HDPE that 
ensures a good grip and is extremely resistant to UV rays.
The rectangular section allows you to mount e CAM 
accessories and other brands as well.
Excellent load capacity and resistance to stress. 
The combination between the section and thickness 
ensures a maximum load up to 100 kg (depending on 
the fixing kit).
The CUBE bars are mounted on the roof byTOTUS line 
kit, compatible with more than 750 cars. 

Available in four lengths:
Art. 2820 = 112 cm
Art. 2821 = 124 cm
Art. 2822 = 130 cm
Art. 2823 = 150 cm            

Fixing TOTUS line kit

Thanks to the rectangular section, the CUBE bar 
becomes universal, allows to mount on the roof 
any accessories, including CAM, of course: bike 
racks, roof boxes and ski carriers. Furthermore, 
the simple geometry allows to maintain flexibility 
without loading compromises.
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Pat. Pend

Fixing system TURN&GO
 TOTUS LINE

Universal system that fits all CAM BOX line.
It allows to fix or remove a box from the car roof in less 
than 30 seconds.
Suitable for any width bar (less than 80 mm).
It only requires an initial setup, by manually turning 
an adjusting knob, after that no future adjustment is 
required.
It’s made of steel with polypropylene cover and 
designed to last in any condition. 

The lever-type fastening, in addition to being the 
most robust, it is also the safest among the box 
locking systems. TURN & GO has been engineered 
to avoid the possibility of accidental releases. 
Adjusted the distance between the jaws, once the 
lever lowered and put the safe, this will not open if 
not with a manual intervention.
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Adjust the distance of the legs with the orange knob.
Lower the locking lever.
Close the safety cover. 
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ROOF BOX

Box Prod. Code Capacity Size Weigh Bottom Lid Color

Airtek 435 16621664** 430 lt 180x78x38 14 Kg Polipropilene inj. moulding ABS/PMMA vacuum form. Black metallic glossy

Airtek 505 1663 500 lt 225x78x38 21 Kg Polipropilene inj. moulding ABS/PMMA vacuum form. Black metallic glossy

Dynamic 434 2092 430 lt 180x78x37 14 Kg Polipropilene inj. moulding ABS/PMMA vacuum form. Grey metallic glossy

Dynamic 504 2093 500 lt 225x78x37 21 Kg Polipropilene inj. moulding ABS/PMMA vacuum form. Grey metallic glossy

Elite 323 1640/1648**/1649* 320 lt 132x78x38 11 Kg Polipropilene inj. moulding Polipropilene inj. moulding Dark grey glossy embossed

Carbon 437 1682/1683** 430 lt 180x78x38 14 Kg Polipropilene inj. moulding Polipropilene inj. moulding Dark grey carbon look

Elite 503 1643 500 lt 225x78x38 21 Kg Polipropilene inj. moulding Polipropilene inj. moulding Dark grey glossy embossed

Sport 431 2082/1647** 430 lt 180x78x39 14 Kg Polipropilene inj. moulding Polipropilene inj. moulding Dark grey glossy embossed

Classic 320 2070/2071*** 320 lt 132x78x37 11 Kg Polipropilene inj. moulding Polipropilene inj. moulding Light grey glossy embossed

Classic 430 2073 430 lt 180x78x39 14 Kg Polipropilene inj. moulding Polipropilene inj. moulding Light grey glossy embossed

Dynamic 370 1644/1645*/1646** 370 lt 132x78x38 13 Kg Polipropilene inj. moulding ABS/PMMA vacuum form. Dark grey glossy

The attention to the quality of raw materials 
(PP, ABS, stainless steel screws), the choice of 
production processes and the thickness of the box, 
up to 4 mm, ensure a high robustness of the entire 
CAM roof box line, in any context and condition.
Box 437 Carbon in 2016 went through, without 
any problem, all 22 states during the 20.000km 
of the Mongol Rally, from Bologna to Ulan Bator 
(Mongolia).

*      Quick fixing system
**    Fixing system TURN&GO
***  Black color 

Elite 323
320 Lt

Sport 431
430 Lt

Airtek 505
500 Lt


